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AGENDA 
 

1. Attendance 
 
Apologies: Alex Foley, Hospitality and E. Pippett, Tourism, M Crabtree, Treasurer 
 
Attendees: J. Shaw, Chair 
             M Choppin, Vice Chair and Sunday Markets  

         M. Green, Secretary 
             Lynne Peets, Membership 
             G Gout, Tourism  
             Nigel Makin, Retail & Town Centre 
             C Slack, Arts & Craft Market 

         Mr David Giles, Brixham Town Council 
         Ms Jackie Stockman, Brixham Town Council 

 
2. Meeting notes (as distributed by Pauline) 

These were agreed as a fair and accurate record. Thanks to Pauline for putting them 
together. 

 
3. Jacqui on Initiatives and Executive Direction 

Jacqui welcomed all exec. members and spoke briefly to new members of exec. on 
administrative affairs. 

 
4.  Matters arising:         

• Community Funding requests  
 

No requests yet officially received by either Pirate Fest or Brixfest. A request to be passed to 
Pirate Festival, Brixfest, Pride in Brixham, Friends of Furzeham Green and town council 
(Christmas light) so that they could send in any requests for funding, in writing please, by the 
1st April. Can they please make clear what each request is for so that budgets can be planned 
and decisions made accordingly. (To be discussed at next executive meeting.) 
 
Discussions were held in relation to Chamber policy regarding charitable donations. 
 
Friends of Furzeham – thank you letter to be sent regarding the lovely work that they have 
been doing in cleaning up the area. 

 
• Funding towards the hanging baskets in Middle St – Lynne 
Mary Thompson is spearheading a campaign to get 27 brackets created in the street, which 
will give a really nice lead-in to the town. The bowls, planted up, cost £82 - £50 initial cost and 
£32 planting. They will look lovely and will help to lift the environment’s appearance. In 
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principle, the Chamber is prepared to help Ms Thompson though the exact amount of the 
donation has yet to be determined. This decision will be made later once details have been 
gathered on the project’s final needs after other funding contributions have been factored in. 
 
• Tourism funding requirements – Gordon 
Thanks to Gordon, who advised the chamber on signs that have been erected or are due to be 
put up shortly. This to include 12 promotion posters, including maps, using money being raised 
by traders. Jacqui asked that Gordon liaise with Liz to see if we can coordinate social media 
and run an awareness campaign to help raise the Brixham destination profile.   
Gordon also briefed Exec on Easter Mussel Mania to be held on 25th, 26th and 27th March 2016 
as a prelude to an Autumn festival. When this takes place, 16 restaurants will be creating 
mussel recipes to try and set a new world record for people eating the most mussels in one 
day.   

 
• Night time economy update 
With late-night openings of bars and clubs stretching police resources, concerns were raised 
regarding unruly behaviour. Police manpower is regarded by several businesses as a problem 
with feedback to the chamber including one resident’s concerns over noise and four 
businesses concerns about unruly behaviour. CCTV was discussed with Ms Stockman 
suggesting that Chamber should pass the request for police action through to Tracy Hallett 
and community police. 
 
• Issues with Bus station and unruly behaviour  
People running businesses in this area have stated that they are very concerned with poor 
behaviour that goes on after school and late into the evening with drug dealers allegedly 
observed by shopkeepers selling narcotics to children, some of which have been seen in 
school uniform. Jacqui asked Mark Choppin and MG to investigate links with secondary 
schools to see if they could take a part in discouraging their students from getting involved with 
drug dealers. (Dealers have been seen targeting schoolchildren when they leave school while 
incidents of unruly behaviour have involved both current and ex students.) Ms Stockman 
suggested that we contact Youth Genesis to find out what they can do to help solve the  
problem. The perception of hardened, older ex students actively promoting a criminal lifestyle 
was raised, as was the issue of drugs allegedly being sold from the public toilets, specifically 
those near to the central car park. Are these fitted with UV lighting or sonic deterrents? Could 
they be fitted to help deter offenders?  
The hotspots of this behaviour were identified as the bottom of Glenmoor Road, car park and 
the bus station. The suggestion was made that members should ring all incidents of such 
behaviour that they see to the police to help raise awareness of the severity of problem. 
Members to be encouraged to ring 101 to report issues. Steve Cayless is to be invited to 
attend our next meeting to discuss the issue. Stagecoach to be contacted regarding lighting 
and problematic behaviour near bus stops. 
Concerns were also raised about young people throwing rugby balls and pulling wheelies on 
bicycles. Again, 101 can be used as a resource both to gauge the scale of the problem and 
hopefully reduce it. 
 
• Untidy Premises 
The junk shop (70 Middle Street) and the dangerous window of 66 Middle Street are acting as 
a deterrent to people walking in the direction of other shops and they drag down the quality of 
retail in the street. Ms Stockman advised that there is only one enforcement officer, responsible 
for keeping pavement access clear, for the whole of Torbay but he could still be contacted to 
see what assistance he could offer. People are worried about visual effects and danger to the 
public, especially when the window at 66, which is seriously broken and potentially a hazard, is 
an accident waiting to happen. It was suggested that the Chamber contact Tracy Hallett and 
Robert Excell, councillor, Health and Safety to see if there is anything that could be done. In 



 

regard to the junk shop, it was speculated that an attractive film could be fitted to the window to 
reduce its effect on passers-by. The question was raised as to how this would be organised 
while owner details of both shops will need to be collated and passed on to Tracy Hallett. 
 
Toilets at the bottom of Fore street, which have been sold to a developer, have also been 
neglected with pieces falling off the fascia while rats have been seen coming out of them. They 
are no longer safe for the public while their hygiene is completely unsatisfactory when 
surrounded by four restaurants. Section 205, where councils can enforce clean-up or impose 
compulsory purchase, was discussed. Ms Stockman will pursue matters further with the council 
while the Chamber will discuss the issue with Tracy Hallett, stressing the harmful potential of 
such public hazards. 
 
• Christmas Festivities – to be discussed at next meeting. 
• Shop Flags - to be discussed at next meeting. 
 
• Main Car Park Toilets 
People have been worried about possible closure of these toilets. Neither Mr Giles or Ms 
Stockman are aware of any such plans but they will liaise with necessary departments to put 
minds at ease. Likelihood is that these premises will be redeveloped and improved when car 
park plans are finalised. 
 
• Parking charge update – Nigel 
Currently waiting on the announcement of new parking charges and bay wide parking strategy 
to be made public. This will be coming shortly but may be subject to further scrutiny by relevant 
public bodies. It is also possible that further public consultation and open meetings may be 
deemed necessary. Thanks to Nigel for his efforts on our behalf and we look forward to when 
the proposals are made public. 
 
• Footfall - to be discussed at next meeting. 
 
• Commercial Waste - to be discussed at next meeting. 
 
• Clean for the Queen initiative 
On 19th March, between 10.00am and 4.00 pm, there will be a cleaning event to make the town 
look really nice for the summer visitors. Mark to liaise with Paul (local Tesco store) regarding 
resources and manpower. There is a meeting taking place tomorrow night to discuss final 
arrangements with Pride in Brixham, Youth Genesis, local scouts etc. Publicity to feature in 
Herald Express and Brixham News on Thursday next week (17th March 2016). A solar powered 
belly bin will be available on the day with Mr Mowat to be consulted regarding final position of 
bin. A request was made for a local trader to help empty bin when necessary please. A 
volunteer also needs to be there for six hours to demonstrate bin operation and hand out 
leaflets. Chamber representatives to be there for publicity photographs at 11.00 am. Nigel 
updated the Exec on the belly bin initiative and his hopes for its future. 
 
• Traffic Warden Operations - to be discussed at next meeting. 
 
• Market Discussion 
Sunday market starts on 13th March. The posters from last year have been improved to include 
new information with launches to social media and fliers being handed out to the public. Larger 
A3 posters to be distributed through the town. Mark to email treasurer to request approximately 
£800 to be spent on advertising that reaches into Paignton and local holiday camps. Sunday 
market now being held twice a month instead of once plus extra market for Brixfest, when the 
Arts and Crafts Market will also be running. 



 

The Arts and Crafts market is starting on 26th March. Chris to discuss with Mike Franchi 
promotional materials in relation to traders handing out fliers (simple map showing what’s 
available within environment) to their customers. Jacqui has received a lot of positive feedback 
from traders with people keen to liaise with the Chamber about publicity opportunities and how 
the chamber’s work could enhance their own businesses. 
 
GG raised that there were some retailers in the town who were not happy about the markets 
taking place. A discussion was held reconfirming that the purpose of the markets is to generate 
footfall for the town and that the research conducted by external organisations had provided 
clear direction that markets increase footfall in a town by up to 27% and that of those people 
who attend the market, 57% will spend money in shops on that day. The markets have also 
acted as an incubator for new retail businesses with 3 market traders opening shops in the 
town during the last 12 months. 
 

5. Next General Meeting: 
• Laurence Murrell will update the next general meeting about the bid. 

• Andrew Wade will update the next general meeting on YES Development 

• G Gout, Tourism lead and E. Pippett, Tourism – could you please prepare a 20 min 
presentation with Q&A on tourism 

• Executive Members to report back on their activities within their respective roles (5 minutes 
each) 

Dates of next meetings: 

• Executive Meeting 12th April Brixham Yacht Club, 6pm 

• GM:  22nd March 2016 and 24th May 2016 at the Berry Head Hotel, 7pm  


